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Classic and contemporary
Stylish with a touch of cool, the Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+ features a sleek design and a smooth metal body. Enjoy Samsung’s
signature tablet design in Graphite, Silver and Navy with each hue highlighting effortless charm.

Expansive, bright visuals with smooth motion
Experience the joy of entertainment on the large, bright display. Galaxy Tab A9+'s high screen refresh rate lets you immerse in the
visuals with smooth and fluid motion. Even when you are out in the sun, step into the captivating world of your favorite content.

Store more of what you love
Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+ come with up to 8GB of RAM memory, ensuring less lag while you multi-task. Plus, the built-in 128GB
storage saves all your hi-res videos, photos and files. You can expand the storage with a microSD card — up to 1TB. Store more of
what you love and delete less.

Split the screen into three. Multiply your productivity
Conquer multiple tasks at once. With Galaxy Tab A9+, you can sketch out architectural plans and choose captivating visuals and
video chat — up to three apps all on one screen without ever closing a window.

Surround yourself with rich audio
Take a deep dive into a rich soundscape with speakers that provide an enveloping audio experience. Whether you're enjoying a
movie or music, Galaxy Tab A9+ lets you fully engage in 3D sound with stunning clarity and depth.

Secure your peace of mind
Keep your information safe and sound. Store important data in the Secure Folder and monitor the overall security status of your
device on the Privacy Dashboard. Make the most of your Samsung Galaxy experience, worry-free of security issues.

Zusammenfassung

Classic and contemporary
Stylish with a touch of cool, the Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+ features a sleek design and a smooth metal body. Enjoy Samsung’s
signature tablet design in Graphite, Silver and Navy with each hue highlighting effortless charm.

Expansive, bright visuals with smooth motion
Experience the joy of entertainment on the large, bright display. Galaxy Tab A9+'s high screen refresh rate lets you immerse in the
visuals with smooth and fluid motion. Even when you are out in the sun, step into the captivating world of your favorite content.

Store more of what you love
Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+ come with up to 8GB of RAM memory, ensuring less lag while you multi-task. Plus, the built-in 128GB



storage saves all your hi-res videos, photos and files. You can expand the storage with a microSD card — up to 1TB. Store more of
what you love and delete less.

Split the screen into three. Multiply your productivity
Conquer multiple tasks at once. With Galaxy Tab A9+, you can sketch out architectural plans and choose captivating visuals and video
chat — up to three apps all on one screen without ever closing a window.

Surround yourself with rich audio
Take a deep dive into a rich soundscape with speakers that provide an enveloping audio experience. Whether you're enjoying a movie
or music, Galaxy Tab A9+ lets you fully engage in 3D sound with stunning clarity and depth.

Secure your peace of mind
Keep your information safe and sound. Store important data in the Secure Folder and monitor the overall security status of your device
on the Privacy Dashboard. Make the most of your Samsung Galaxy experience, worry-free of security issues.

Samsung Galaxy Tab A9, 22.1 cm (8.7"), 1340 x 800 pixels, 64 GB, 4 GB, 2 GHz, Graphite

Samsung Galaxy Tab A9. Display diagonal: 22.1 cm (8.7"), Display resolution: 1340 x 800 pixels. Internal storage capacity: 64 GB.
Processor frequency: 2 GHz. Internal memory: 4 GB. Rear camera resolution (numeric): 8 MP, Rear camera type: Single camera,
Front camera resolution (numeric): 2 MP, Front camera. Top Wi-Fi standard: Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac). Card reader integrated. Weight: 332
g. Product colour: Graphite

 

Merkmale

  

Memory

Internal memory 4 GB

 

Software

Platform Android

 

Battery

Battery included Yes
Battery capacity 5100 mAh

 

Media formats

Audio formats supported 3GA, AAC, AMR, AWB,
FLAC, IMY, M4A, Mid, MIDI,
MP3, MXMF, OGA, OGG,
OTA, RTTTL, RTX, WAV,
XMF

Video formats supported 3G2, 3GP, AVI, FLV, M4V,
MKV, MP4, WEBM

 

Audio

Number of built-in speakers 2
Audio system Dolby Atmos
Speaker power 1 W

 

Design

Processor

Processor frequency 2 GHz
Processor boost frequency 2.2 GHz
Processor cores 8

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 124.7 mm
Depth 8 mm
Height 211 mm
Weight 332 g

 

Display

Display diagonal 22.1 cm (8.7")
Display resolution 1340 x 800 pixels
Panel type TFT
HD type WXGA+
Display number of colours 16 million colours

 

Storage

Internal storage capacity 64 GB
Card reader integrated Yes
Compatible memory cards MicroSD (TransFlash)
Maximum memory card size 1 TB
User memory 44.8 GB

 

Camera

Rear camera type Single camera
Rear camera resolution (numeric)8 MP
Auto focus Yes



Device type Mobile tablet
Form factor Slate
Product colour Graphite

 

Ports & interfaces

USB 2.0 ports quantity 1
Headphone connectivity 3.5 mm
Combo headphone/mic port Yes

 

Maximum video resolution 1920 x 1080 pixels
Video recording modes 1080p
Resolution at capture speed 1920x1080@60fps
Video capturing speed 60 fps
Front camera Yes
Front camera resolution
(numeric)

2 MP

 

Network

Mobile network generation 4G
Mobile network connection Yes
4G standard LTE-TDD & LTE-FDD
Bluetooth Yes
Bluetooth version 5.3
Top Wi-Fi standard Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac)
Wi-Fi standards 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, Wi-Fi

4 (802.11n), Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac)
Wi-Fi Direct Yes
3G bands supported 850,900,1900,2100 MHz
4G bands supported 2100,1800,1900,2300,2500,2600

,700,800,850,900 MHz

 

Performance

Assisted GPS (A-GPS) No
GLONASS Yes
BeiDou Yes
GPS (satellite) Yes
Galileo Yes
Quasi-Zenith Satellite System
(QZSS)

Yes

Accelerometer Yes
Ambient light sensor Yes
Proximity sensor Yes
Position location Yes

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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